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The Australian Millionaire's Love-Child - Robyn
Grady 2008-07-01
Sophie Gruebella is happy with her single life—
until she overhears her friends discussing why
she's still single! Could this be why she falls into
bed with a man who's her complete opposite?

Cooper Smith is as driven as he's drop-dead
gorgeous! Cooper has life all planned out and his
night with Sophie was amazing, but—on mutual
agreement—not to be repeated. Three months
later: the stick has turned pink. Sophie's
expecting…and Cooper has just proposed a
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shotgun marriage….
Complete Physics - Stephen Pople 1999
Stephen Pople, one of today's most respected
science authors, has created a totally new
physics book to prepare students for
examinations. Complete Physics covers all
syllabuses due to a unique combination of Core
Pages and Further Topics. Each chapter
contains core material valid for all syllabuses.
Further Topics at the end can be selected to
provide the right mix of pages for the syllabus
you are teaching. Key Points: · Totally new book
constructed from an analysis of all GCSE Physics
syllabuses including IGCSE, CXC, and O'Level ·
Sets the traditional principles of physics in a
modern and global perspective and uses
illustrations with a worldwide context · Extra
topics to give a truly rounded curriculum ·
Double-page spread format · Ideal for those
students intending to take physics to a more
advanced level
Applied Photographic Optics - Sidney Ray

2002-02-20
Selected by the American Library Association's
'Choice' magazine as "best technical book", the
first edition of this book soon established itself
as the standard reference work on all aspects of
photographic lenses and associated optical
systems. This is unsurprising, as Sidney Ray
provides a complete, comprehensive reference
source for anyone wanting information on
photographic lenses, from the student to the
practitioner or specialist working with visual and
digital media worldwide. This third edition has
been fully revised and expanded to include the
rapid progress in the last decade in optical
technology and advances in relevant electronic
and digital forms of imaging. Every chapter has
been revised and expanded using new figures
and photographs as appropriate, as well as
extended bibliographies. New chapters include
details of filters, measurements from images and
the optical systems of digital cameras. Details of
electronic and digital imaging have been
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integrated throughout. More information is
given on topics such as aspherics, diffractive
optics, ED glasses, image stabilization, optical
technology, video projection and new types of
lenses. A selection of the contents includes
chapters on: optical theory, aberrations, auto
focus, lens testing, depth of field, development
of photographic lenses, general properties of
lenses, wide-angle lenses, telephoto lenses,
video lenses, viewfinder systems, camera
movements, projection systems and 3-D systems.
Bridge Deck Behaviour - E C Hambly 1991-07-25
This book describes the underlying behaviour of
steel and concrete bridge decks. It shows how
complex structures can be analysed with
physical reasoning and relatively simple
computer models and without complicated
mathematics.
Public Administration: Concepts and Cases Richard Stillman 2012-08-01
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION: CONCEPTS AND
CASES offers a unique and highly regarded

framework in which conceptual readings are
paired with contemporary case studies that
reflect real-world examples of administrative
work, as well as new thinking and developments
in the field. Case studies and examples cover
topics such as the Columbia space shuttle
disaster, the shootings at Columbine High
School, and the war in Iraq making it easy to
engage students in the readings. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
The Complete Photo Guide to Beading - Robin
Atkins 2012-12
Explores the various types of beadwork,
including beading on fabric, fringing, bead
weavings, bead embroidery and beaded jewelry
via simple instructions and 500 full-color photos.
Original.
Everbound - Brodi Ashton 2013-02-14
It's been two months since the dark tunnels of
the underworld came for Nikki Beckett. That
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likely to help. But it seems Nikki has touched his
heart, and surprisingly, Cole agrees to help in
the only way he can - by taking Nikki to the
Everneath himself. As they descend into the
heart of the Everneath Nikki and Cole discover
that their journey will be more difficult than
they'd anticipated, and more deadly. Nikki vows
to stop at nothing to save Jack - even if it means
making an incredible sacrifice of her own…
Power Plant Engineering - G. R. Nagpal 2008

night, Nikki's boyfriend, Jack, made the ultimate
sacrifice and took her place in the Everneath for
eternity - a debt that should have been hers.
Every night Jack appears in her dreams, lost and
confused, and wasting away. All Nikki wants is
to save him before it's too late, but no matter
how hard she tries to reach for his hand, she can
never find it. Desperate for answers, Nikki turns
to Cole, the immortal bad boy who wants to
make her his Queen - and the one person least
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